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EDUCATION IN FRANCE IN 1916-1918.

By I. L. KANDLL.

CONTINT8.Administration--Pbyerteal welfare Elementary educationSecondary educa-
tion of girla--Secondary education of boys.

The war has affected the conduct of education in France perhaps
more than in either England or Germany. For the first two years
the demands at the front tended to subordinate all other thought and
activities to the one great purpose. More recently the educational
literature of France indicates that the war has had the effect of
provoking considerable questioning and dissatisfaction with the
existing systems of education. Radical changes have not yet taken
place in educational administration or organization, but the ground
is being prepared by discussions and conferences, by public and
private commissions of inquiry, by articles in the daily press for the
reforms that it is now generally felt must come after the war. The
schools will be called upon to play an important part in the restora-
tion of the country and must, in the opinion of many, be improved
to meet the skew demands.

While the war has strengthened the universal conviction that the
principles of French democracy and the basic French institutions
are sound, it has none the less directed increased attentio4 to the
need of widening educational opportunities and the general scope of
the school. The propos for the better atinistration of school
attendance, and for comPisory attendance at continuation schools,
the reform of the examination for the certificat d'4tudes primaires,
the consideration of the reform of the higher elementary school, and
the urgent demand for greater opportunities for higher education as
well as its reform are all comprised in the resent tendency. Within
the school there is a demand that instruct' n be -less academic and
bookish and more adapted to local circumstances and modern needs
in general.

As in other countries there are those who would convert every
school into o. technical or vocational school. This problem is well
summarized in the following statement: f

The present problem le that of. reconciling two culturesthe humanistic and
practical. What shall be the relations in the elementary schools between in-

'
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struction and local conditions? What in the higher elementary schools or In
the technical schools shall be the relations between general education and
vocational training? In secondary education what shall be the relations be-
tween classical culture and preparation for modern life, and in higher educa-.
ton between pure and applied science? Is not the problem the same every-
where? 1

The answer to this statement is that, the principle of balance, the
principle upon which the Republic is founded, will offer a solution
here too.

A glance between science and letters, between authority and liberty, be-
tween discipline and initiative; a balance attained with wisdom and modera-
tion, with tolerance and humanity, with finesse and good sense; a balance so
conforming to the liberal ideas maintained by the defenders of clvillattion
that it will suffice for us to establish it in instruction so that It may become
adapted to the demands of modern society and definitely seri, the Interests
of the country'

While one tendency is represented by those who desire to retain the
present organization, provided it is reformed to a considerable de-
gree, there is a still more marked tendency, as is indicated below, to
demand a thorough reorganization of the educational system. Ac-
cording to this view, represented by a number of teachers grouped to-
gether it Les Compagnons and attracting considerable attention in ...-
the country, the'problem is no longer metely one of pedagogy or of
internal reform. "This is a moment when the-whole country feels
too strongly the need of a general reconstrUction, of refi4rm in ad-
ministration, politics, economics, industry, etc., for one to confine
oneself strictly to the field of pedagogy." 3

The authors accordingly advocate not a reform of the disparate
parts of the system, but a reorganization of the whole system based
on one Point of view. They advocate a common school (ecole
unique), upon which can be built up on one side the.humanistic, on
the other vocational courses.' This should be the national type,
whether in public or private schools. The elementary school should
be, the portal for all, but opportunity should be offered to all to
advance as far as their ability warrants.

ADMINISTRATION'

There appears to be a marked feeling_that the need for the reform
of administration, organization, curricula, and methods of instruc-
tion is one of the most pressing problems of the present time. The

&Crated, P. Pour Is revision d'ensanible de rldneatIon nationals. Ls anode Reese,
rol. 94, p 895.

s Renard, Z. Les Intone de Is guerre dans Penseignement seemidaire. La &aide Revue,
roL 94, p 472.

*Les Compagnons. Le lycee et l'Scole prhnaire. Renee Universitsire, vol, 272, Oct,
1918, pp. 172!. See also Lee Oalsiera de Probes. Premier Cohier, by the game authors
(Paris, 111111).

4 Poe a detailed consideration of thiasnbject see Lee flakier* site Proton. ?rawhide Clakier.
Par "Us CnInfaiinons." (hris, 1918.)
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charge is made that the administrative machinery of French educa-
tion no longer dieets the requirements and demands of modern educa-
tion.' The present situation has developed partly out of the exist-
ence, side by side and without coordination, of different branches of
education, some under the control of the ministry of public instruc-
tion and fine arts, others distributed among other ministries, partly
out of the practice of piecemeal reforms and reorganizlttions. Re-
form at this hour, it is urged, must be based on a consideration of
the needs of the country as a whole and of the functions of education
in general. Peace will bring a well-defined task, for which half
measures will be inadequate' The whole national structure of edu-
cation must be reorganized from the elementary school up." The de-
mand for ieorganization and reconstruction in industry, commerce,
agriculture, politics, and social life mot be met without the one
reform on which these all dependthe reform of national education.
Only through such a reformthe conservation and training of its
human capitalcan France reap the benefit of her great material and
spiritual resources.

The chief administrative change that is considered desirable is one
that will abolish the extreme form of centralization' that chlracter-
izes theisystem. If the needs of the nation and the different localities
are to be met, some flexibility must be introduced in educational
administration,' and provision must be made for the cooperation of
various economic aind industrial interests, as already proposed in
1011 by M. Steeg. The present system inevitably leads to adminis-
tration through official documents and correspondence rather than
by direct personal supervision. The future requires the grant of
larger liberty to local authorities. At present the powers of the local
authorities in education are almost negligible, and many of the local
school committees (commissions scolaires) contemplated by the law
have ceased to function." Any increase in local freedom must be
extended to the teachers, who should fed at liberty to adapt their
work to local needs within certain well-defined minimum require-
ments and standards.

One writer sums up these suggestions as follows; "There will not be the
same uniformity among the schoolb 4 different departments or among diverse
communes of the same department; but what does such uniforMity, created
artificially and externally by the State laws, matter, If there is an internal
harmony; if each school obeys the rliythm of the life about It?"

Crouset, P. Pour la revision d'epsemble de Peducation nationale. Le Grande Revue,
vol. 94, pp. 892g.

Crouset.-P.. foe. cit.
See l/Roele et le Vie, a magasine established to propagate the closer relationship be

tween education and S. also the work by " Les Compagnons" cited above.
Collet, ill Tons lee entants,en classes. ligoole et la Vie, Oct. 18, 1917, p. 70.
llognon, K L't,cole primaire et lee *one de la gnome. La Oos*. Revue, vol. 94, p.

611. Also Lee Mien de Nebo&
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Concrete proposals for the development of a system of adminis-
tration to give effect to these tendencies have not yet been put for-
ward to any extent. It is suggested that the conseil superieur de
l'instruction publique can be brought more closely into touch with
the currents of national thought by the inclusion of women and of
representatives of emphiyers and employees from the fields of in--
dustry, commerce, and agriculture.

PHYSICAL WELFARE.

It was perhaps to be expected that France would be influenced
as t consequence of the close contact with the British and American
forces, just as. it may be expected the French intellectual influences
will affect British and American thought in time. A widespread
movement has begun for the improvement and extension of physical
education and garines throughout the country, not merely to develop
agility and endurance in the individual, but to strengthen the Nation
as a whole. The recently reformed examination for the certificate of
primary studies includes a. gymnastic exercise. Associated with this
movement is the recognition that more attention must be given to
medical inspection and treatment of children of school age and pre-
school age. The American Red Cross has aroused considerable in-
terest, as, for example, in Lyon, by distribution of leaflets and ex-
hibits on the physical care and welfate of children. Early in 1917
a commission was appointed to stuck), the reorganization of physical
training in the schools. .

In April, 1918, the ministry of public instruction issued a circular'
to the rectors of the academies urging the development of physical
education, games and athletic sports ip secondary, .normal, and
higher elementary schools. It is pointed out that such training
Could be organized without encroaching on class. work. School prin-
cipals and teachers are asked to encourage the establishment of clubs
under their general Supervision and with the assistance bf advisory
committees representing the public and aluinni associations. From
another point of view, school athletics are advocated as a center for
cooperation between parents, i icians, and pupils.'teachersse*

La Ligue francaise pour rhygiene aire is actively promoting the
introduction of open-air exercise, in which teachers should also par-
ticipate, and is advocating the introduction of school medical inspec-
tion and the keeping of records of physical development. A Union des
soci4ie franeaises de sports athletiques has been established to pro-,
mote the development of schoor athletic clubs and to secure playing
fields. It is suggested in the circular that participation should not

BuireNri Adetlallratif. Apr, 15 and May 18, 1918: Revue Onlveretlatre, vol. 27, 2.
p. 1411.

'flee Rtevenon, L. Les sports, terrain d' entente entre leg parents, lee metres, les
ntEdeetns, at leg Caves. Illfoole et la Vie, Dee, 1, 191f, pp. 180t.
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be made compulapry and that no boy be allowed to take part without
the written consent of his parents, so that the State might be relieved
of responsibility for accident. The union has inade advantageous
terms with insurance companies to furnish compensation in cases of
accident.1 _

The further development of the movement is indicated in the
following account of some propaganda that has already been under-
taken: 2

In the course of a recent manifestation in favor of physical education,
organized at Bordeaux M. Henry Pate, deputy, delivered a very interesting
address, in which he shied that he and some of his colleagues in the house of
deputies had decided tb participate actively\in the physical education and
athletics of the young, in accordance with the following program: (1)' To
adopt a general method of rational physical instruction, based on a knowledge
of the physical needs of the subject, the specialization of the work, and the
attraction of the exercise. (2) To create regional schools and a superior school
destined to create and to maintain a unity of methods. (3) To open these
schools to the,physical instructors of the army, to the monitors of the prepara-
tion for military service, and to the instructors of both sexes. (4) To direct
theyoung toward outdoor exercises, giving them freely. (6) To obtain (a)
the simplification of school programs, which are frightfully overloaded and
tend to destroy energy ; (b) the introduction bf a physical test in all examina-
tions; (c) the institution of outdoor schools and open-air or outdoor colonies
for the physically abnormal children; and (d) the complete reorganization of
school medical inspection. (7) To assure the employment q special professors
of gymnastics. (8) To denrnd legish;tion providing for obligatory post-gradu-
ate instruction and the introduction of the eight-hour day (la semaine an-
glaise), so as not to injure the vocational work of the adults, or their apprentie
ship, or reduce the wages to which they may aspire. (9) To give a larger
place in the training for military service to physical education and athletics,
as a base for the tuture reorganization of the army, and of the recruiting
laws. .

In older to solve these multiple problems, there has been appointed a comite
national de propagande pour le ddveloppement de Peducation physique et spor-
tive, de hygiene sociale et de la renovation de In race. This committee will
tooperate closely with the public authorities, the universities, the faculties, the
commercial centers, industrial centers,linanclal powers, and the press.- ..

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

The most pressing problems in the field of elementary education
are the improvement of school attendance, adaptation of the work
of the. school to local environment, and getter articulation with
higher schools. The withdrawal of adult workers affected French
ligrictilture and industry seriously and until better adjustments

Revile Ustveriltoine, vol. 24,1, p. 880, 'Les exercises physiques ; vol. 26, , p. 878,
Voeux relatifs 8 Ilducation physiqut; vol.'26, 2,.pp. 05ff., La question de s culture
phyod,que dam Penselanement eecoudaire ; vol.27, 2, pp. Alf., Lei sports athlitlques liana
lee dtabliaaelnesin secondairee.

s Reprinted in School Life, vol. 1, No. 3, p. 18, from the Journal of the American Medical
4ulp 20, 1918. 6 -
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between the needs of the army and the needs of industries were made,
1

the immediate result was a mairked increase of child labor with a
_consequent effect on school attendance. This cenditiou was already
marked and subjected to criticism before the war ;' the law of 188q
permits the exemption of children from school attendance for three
months of the year if they are assisting parents in harvesting, potato
gathering, fruit picking. and. other agricultural pursuits. and for one
school session out of two if they are working for another emt:loyer.
A ministerial circular 2 issued on October 1, 1917, urges that better
efforts be made to improve school attendance and indicates that
restrictions would be introduced officially. The preparation of the
next generation and the great task awaiting it require that children
should enjoy a longer education. To this end it is pointed out that
the teachers, who have gained' considerable prestige during the war,
can contribute much by.cooperating with the home. The suggestion
is also made that municipal authorities might ;rialto the grant of
clothing; food, and other assistance to school children dependent on
their regular qttendance.

The curriculum of the elementary school suffers too much from
uniformity and continues, as in many other educational systems, to lo;
too bookish. Says P. Crouzet, Inspecteur de l'Academie de Paris:

We re togoconfident that knowledge is power. We study to know instead
of stidyIng to lire better. .. . The educational problem ok. to-morron Is

not to extend or change the knowledge or to extend or mddIfy the programs
so much as to direct knowledge of life, to teach everyth not In terms of the
past but of the present and future.'

Although the regulations permif adaptation to local industrial and
agricultural needs, very little appears to have been done to make this
permission effectual. It is urged that instruction in the eletnemtary
school should be made more real and. practical, not merely by the
effective introduction of manual work for boys and household arts
for girls, and school gardens for both, but by vitalizing the curricu-
lum by reference to the environment with which the pupils are
familiar. Such a reform, it is admitted, will demand more teachers
of good training who can make the best use of the responsibility.
that should be theirs. In country areas it is recommended that prin-
cipals be appointed to supervise a number of teachers and schools.
It is felt that the new education for responsibility and liberty, that
are fundamental to modein democracy, can not be developed under
the existing pressure of uniformity.'

'Berton, ID. L'ecole prtmalre at les Inoue de la guerre. La Grande Revue, p. 506;
Cottet, E. To lea elkfants. Vioole et la Vie, Oct. 12, 1917, p. 70.

Balkh* Adatiaittratif, Oct. la, 1917.
*Crouset. P. Litcole it la Vie, vol. 1, Sept. d6, 1'617, p,

Bagnon, E. L'ecole primer' at les Jevons de Is guerie. La Grande Revue, pp. 480 -
498; Una programme d'ttillicatIon natlonale, proposed by La LIgne francsiaa. Revue
tlaiversilsk, vol. 26, 1, pp. 606f.

4
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In 1917 the .Conseil supkieur de l'instruction publique voted to
reform the examination for the certificate of -elementary studies
(ceitificat d'etudes primaires). This vote was followed bps, minis-
terial decree on July 19, 1917, giving the details of the reform and by
another on March 9, 1918, giving instructions to the rectors of
academies on the conduct of the examinations: The purpose of the
reform is to meet some of the criticisms that the work of the ele-
mentary school is too bookish, emphasises memory work, and neglects
subjects not required in the'examinations. The reform aims to secure
a place for every subject in the curriculum commensurate with its
importance, to develop uniformity of standards, and to encourage the
development .of judgment, intelligence, and will. The examination
'is to be conducted by commissions appointed by the academy rectors
and is to be based on the work of the cours moyen, usually completed
at the age of 11 or 12. The examination is in two parts. The first
includes an essay on a simple topic, dictation, and questions on the
text. problems in practical arithmetic and the metric system; a com-
posktion or some questions in history and geography or everyday
science, and for boys an exercise in linear drawing or handwork, and
for girls a test ip sewing or design. The second part consists of
questions in history and geography or science, a test in reading and
simple questions on the text, recitation of a piece of poetry or singing
at the pupil's option, a test in mental arithmetic, and a simple gym-
nastic exercise. e

A similar reform of the examinations at the close of the higher
elementary schools is also contemplated, but for the present is post-
poned until these schools undergo a contemplated revision Onskugust
3, 1918, a circular was issued by the minister of public instructions
directing the attention of teachers and inspectors to the need of pro-
moting conti,pued full-time education by improving instruction of
pupils from the ages of 12 to 15. The circular proposes that confer-
ences he conducted to consider the revision of the cours sup6rieur and
the cours compl4mentaires. The following questions are proposed'
for discussion, with the suggestion that the replies 'be sent to the
ministry in December, 1918 :

Thp number of advanced courses in each canton and Wei; adequacy? Flow
to create new courses?

What should be their programs? What place should be given to vocational
education?

Should there be a special examination leading to a sanction?
What can the elementAry schools do to improte the Work offerid to older

pupils of 18 and 14? Can not these schools combine general education and
preapprenticeship instruction?

Biwa*. Adusintetratif, Aug. 8, 1918, p. 189t. (Circulates relative ant eentereneee
de 1918 Olt l'organtsatIon d'un eneetvement VIA* sax Wants de 12 a 13 asa)

122670.--19----2
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The importance of the problem, which is, of course, closely asso-
ciated with the proposals for compulsory continuation school attend-
ance, is emphasized:

411

The more the ruin and losses increase, the greater rnvqt be the service of
national education. The end to he attained is two-foldto stimulate, by
means of the cours sup&leurs and complftentalres and other schools offering
the opportunity, the development of the pupils; 'and by the cours de perfection-
nement to furnish the whole people with the means of increasing their moral
strength, intellectual rigor, and economic productivtty.

To repair the ruins of. France in men and material calsed by the
war, the urgent need will be to'discover ability wherever it can be
found. The burden will, therefore, be placed on those intrusted
with the administration not only to select pupils in the eiementa.ry
schools who show ability to proceed further, but to articulate the
different types of schools in such a way that each boy or girl will
secure the training most suitable. This task will not only involve
selection of pupils for advancement, but the creation of new types of*
schools adequately differentiated to meet the different abilities of the
pupils and the diverse needs of the country. At preFeni the only
opportunity of which the elementary school pupils are able to avail
themselves is to pass on to the higher elementary school. The doors
of the secondary schools were thrown open to them in 1902,-but very

few take advantage of this opportunity in spite of the existence of

scholarships.' That an elementary education is not sufficient equip-

ment for life has been recognized universally,2 and with the end in

rt view of increasing educational opportunities compulsory attendance
at continuation schools has been proposed. For the more able, how-
ever, the development of trade and technical schools and a reorgani-
s'ation of secondary education along modern lines are advocated.
1;. To enable the poor. pupil of parts to continue his education as far
as possible it is urged not only that scholarships should be offered,

but that maintenance grants be given and allowances to pa nts to
compensate them for loss of wages. The proposals for the r gani-

zation of secondary education are made largely with importance of
articulation in mind,' while the better adjustment of the elementary
schools to vocational preparation is also receiving considerable atten-

tion. These points of view merely indicate that the elerqentaf'
school can not be organized without reference to the broader needs

of the nation.
Credieux, A. Do F4cole prtmalre tu.lyMe. Revue Universitaire, 27, 1, April, 1918,

pp. 2801f
Clavibre, .1. L'emselgnemeat national apes la guerre. lievue Univereitatre, vol. 25,

2. IN 84.
altonablol, J. P. Les leeona de la guerre pour Fenaelgoement secoodatre. La Grande

Remo*, vol. 94, p. 485.
One programme &education. national*. Remo UrOversitaire, vol. 28, 1, pp. 80431.
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The project for a continuation school law to which reference was
made in the last report of the Commissioner of Education his not
yet been passed, but seems to be exe ing some influence already.
At Corbie the local manufacturers posted notices to the effect
that they would employ young persons eaving the elementary schools
with the certificate of studies, and al w them to attend the local
higher primary school for three years, providing tuition, books,
apparatus, and even maintenance grants. On leaving these schools
the pupils would enter the factories as apprentices for two or three
years, during which they would continue to attend school three
times a week for general and technical instruction during working

'hours and without loss of pay. The abler sanong them would be
sent on to schools of arts and crafts, receiving maintenance allow-
ances and tuition during their period of study. The parents would
be under no obligation to the employers except to permit them to
control the educational' progress of the young employees, so that
"they may become active, hardy, enterprising and proud of theif
country."'

SECONDARY EDUCATION OF GIRLS'

The changes brought about by the war in the position crf women
of girls a ques-

tion of vitr1 importance. As in other Nintries women have taken the
''placeof men in every walk of life, and have proved themselves equal
to most tasks, but the change in the socivl tradition has been more
revolutionary in France than elsewhere. It is recoghized that not
only the professions but positions of leadership in commerce and in-
dustry must in the future be opened to women on an equal footing
with men. Women-have been admitted for some time to the practice
of law and medicine, and new careers are constantly being made ac-
cessible to them. In the field of commerce where women are expected
to find considerable. scope in the future tI4 Chamber of Commerce
of Paris has opened the fleole -commercip.rg deS jeunes filles which
will give'a three-year course, including preparation not merely for
subordinate clerical positions but for the more important work of
management.' The Pcolopratique de haute enseignement commercial
pour les jeunes fines at the Conservatoire des arts et mkiers inParis

Revue Pedagogique, vol. 72, pp. 74f.
2 See Modally :
Bernea, II. La reforme de l'enseIgnement aecondatre des Jennea Elea. L'Snaeigneneetst

Sccondaire, July-October, 1916, pp. Olff ; La question do l'enselguement secondatre des
Jeunee filleta Ibid., NovembErDecember, 1916, pp. 77ff.

rdforme de l'enseignement secondalre des jeunes Allen. Revue loderuatIonale,
203ff.

Projets relatlfa 6 l'enselgoement aecondalre des Jounce tines. Revue Ieteruatiowate
de rEseelenement, vol. 71, pp. 471t.
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offers similar opportunities. Schools and institutions hitherto re-
4tricted to men have now opened their doors to women. These in-
clude the Eco le centrale des arts et manufactures, the Institut
agronomigne, the ]tole de 1' horlogerie, and the ]tole de physique.t

These developments have led to a demand for reform of the system
of secondary education, which as organized under the law of 1882 is
adapted chiefly fel, girls of the wealthy middle classes who do not
expect to enter a profession or career of any kind, but desire a general
education, leading to a diplOme de fin d' etudes, which, however, has
no official value.

Private schools, however, offered facilities for the preparation of
girls for the baccalaureate, while in a few cases some schools for boys
admitted girls for advanced work. The proposals take the form of a
demand either for secondary education of the same type as that for
boys or a new and extended organization of the existing system. The
objection to the first suggestion is that the basis of the lyces and the
colleges for boys is not sufficiently broad and that the majority of
girls at present do not desire a. preparation that leads only to the
universities and professions. It is also felt that while the secondary
schools for boys are being subjected to criticism and discussion, it
would not be advisable to copy them.2 The difficulty in the way of
the second proposal is the national tradition of privileges, certificates,
and examinations which mark the end of a school course. A third
suggestion, that a new section of the examination' for the baccalau-
reate be created, is rejected as introducing too much differentiation
and lading as a consequence to much confusion, while its establish-
ment would probably have the" effect of ousting or lowering. the
standard of the present diploma. The problem involves, therefore,
not so much the reorganization of girls' schools as the nature of the
educational and other privileges (sanctions) to which it will lead.

In December, 1916, a Project relatif a l'enseignement secondaire des
jeunes files was presented to the Conseil superieur do l'instruction
publique, in which it was pointed out that any radical change in the
system of secondary education of girls would require parliamentary
action. The plan presented in the projet was based on the existing
organization in the expectation that the reform could be effected by
administrative machinery. The problem was to bring the diplOme
de fin oNtudes into harmony with modern needs and to give it a
value equal to that of the bacc alaureat. The projet recommends the
beginning of secondary education at the age of 11 instead of 12, as
under the present system, thus extending the existing course to six
instead of five years. The course is. still to be divided into two

Rem/ Usiceraterc, vol. 28, 1, pp. 007 ;, 20, 2, pp. 59E; LUitweignetient OW-
midair., 1917, r 78.

Revue /ster9otionale de raseigneocnt, loc. Mt., vol. 71, p. 51.
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partsone of four' years closing with the certificat d'¢tudes sec-
ondaires, and the other two years culminating in art examination for
the diplome de fin d'etudes. Except for those-students who desire to
take .the baccalaureat with Latin the work is to be thetsame for all
and is to include morals and psychology, French langauge and liters-.
ture, modern languages. history, geography, mathematics and
science, drawing. and gymnastics. It is suggested that a seventh
year be added for those who desire to study for the second 'part of
the baccalaureat or to continue a special general and cultural course
or to prepare for any of the new careers open for women in adminis-
tratian, commerce, finance, industry, and the civil services.

it ,Was thought by the framers of the projet, who claimed to have
canvassed teachers and associations of parents, that bythis plan the
diploma could be given the,same sanction as the baccalaureat and
that with some modifications those who desired could specialize for ,

the Latin or science sections. The introduction of the projet was
opposed, however, as illegal unless passed by parliament. It was
urged that the conseil superieur could not-introduce it as an admin- .

istrative measure. Accordingly..the minister of public instruction,
M. Viviani, at the close of 1916, established a commission to inquire
into the modifications needed in the organization of studies and
privileges of girls.'

M. Camille See' the author of the law of December 211,4880, in
his evidence before this commission on January 19, 1918, pointed
out that the original intention of the law was a secondary school
for girls giving a seven-year course, divided into two cycles of four
and three years, respectively, and.leading to the diploma of second-
ary studies. The fundamental course was to be so organized that
by 'the addition of elective subjectd pupils would have been able, to
enjoy the same curricula as those offered 'since 1902 in the boys'
schools. He mentioned that he -had also advocated in 1878. the
establishment of technical courses leading to scientific institutions.
The present proposals, in his opinion, only represented a return to
the spirit of the law of 1884, which had been overridden b3% an
administrative regulation of January 14, 1882.

The commission issued a questionnaire, covering the following
topics, to educational authorities and parents' associa,tiotts:

Should the education of girls bear a distinctive character in organization
and curriculum?

-What amount of time should.be given, consistent with the requirements of
health, to intellectual studies?

a dommludoo extzapailemeatalte &twee d'eaamlner lea modbleatlona l appotter L Per
ganIsatIon des etudes et la sanction de l'eneetignement aecoadaire publIgoe des uaea
Blies.

See jiirseadotemeat Becoadetre tea Jestite. Fines, MiLy 15, 1918, pp. '1984, Aid Salle
15, 1918, pp. 241!,

!
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What modifications are needed in the curriculum? Should room be found for
domestic science, hygiene, and physical and practical technical training?

Should the diplome de fin il'etudes be retained or changed, and what should
be its relation to. the baccalaureate?

When, if at all, should Latin be began?
A subcommittee of the commission drew up a number of recom-

mendations which are now being considered by all the members.
The chief recommendations are as follows:1

1. The education of girls needs a new organization and appropriate program
of studies.

2.. The schools shall be organized in two cycles, the first of four years, the
second of two. The course shall begin at the age of 12.

3. In the first cycle the school day shall be of four hours; in the second
cycle of five hours.

4. Fourteen hours a week shall be given to compulsory subjects in the first
cycle; 11' hours in the second.

5. An important and compulsory place shall be given to studies appropriate
for girls (household arts and hygiene), practical work, and physical training.

6. The six years' course shall be brought to a conclusion in an examination
on the work of the last year, leading to a diplbme de fin d'dtudes, equivalent to
the first part of the baccalaureate.

7. As many careers as possible shall be open to girls holding this diploma.

One of the burning questions in the secondary edUcation of girls
is whether Latin shall be included in the reorganization. The coin -
mission will probably favor its inclusion for those who desire it.
It is also proposed that a seventh year be provided in the organiza-
tion for girls who wish to complete the baccalaureate to enter the
universities or to prepare for a professional career.

SECONDARY EDUCATION OF 'BOYS.

The war has directed considerable attention to the system of secon-
dary education for bdys, and more discussion has probably centered
around this problem than around any other. The education of
adolescentdgives rise to a large nu m of questions. If the schools
are to play an important part in thAestoration of the country, and
if a new generation is to be built up to repair the ruins of the past
four years,.it is urged that the whole structure of adolescent educa-
tion must be revised with a view to differentiation. The suggestions
for the improvement o'f elementary education have already been
discussed; the proposals for the extension of a part-time compulsory
attendance were referred to in the report of the Commissioner of
Education for 1916; the vital questions of the moment concern not
merely the administrative reorganization of the secondary schools
but the fundamental reconsideration of the principles on which their
curricula are based. These questions resolve themselves, when

&Revue Ustveretaire, loc. cit., vol. 25, 2, p. 215.
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examined, into .the problem of -better articulation with other insti-
tutions, elementary and higher, the problem of creating increased
opportunities for able pupils, and into the problem of revising the
curricula and methods of the secondary schools to meet modern
needs and demands.'

The problem of articulation has already been referred to and the
suggestions for selecting the abler pupils from the elementary schools
for advancement to higher education have been mentioned. It is
pointed out by the critics of the existing system that the reorganiza-
tion of 1902 was based in part on a desire to meet social needs, and to
this end the beginning of secondary education proper was postponed
to 11 in order to encourage more boys to'enter from the elementary
schools. The division into cycles was based on the desire of opening
the way for the transfer of pupils from the higher primary schools.
It is proved statistically by M. Bre let' that neither of these purposes
has been attained. In spite of the offer of scholarships pupils of the
elementary schools do not present themselves as candidates in any
large munber mainly because the curriculum of the higher primary
schools is better adapted to their needs. Nor do the pupils from the
higher primary schools flock to the secondary schools to avail them-
selves of the opportunity of completing the second cycle and the re-
quirements for the baccalaureat. The few who are transferred find
theniselves handicapped, for three of the four available courses of
the second cycle are closed to them because of their inadequate prep-
aration in languages. From another point of view it is also proved
statistically that the division into cycles is not warranted either by
social or educational needs. The justifications for the division were,
first, to encourage pupils to transfer from the higher primary schools,,
and, secondly, to etable pupils to leave at the close of the first cycle
after completing a definite round of knowledge. Statistically it is
shown that veyy few pupils leave at the ere of the fourth year (in
1910 only 965 out of 9,236), fewer in fact than at the close of any
other year of the whole course. On these grounds, therefore, new
principles must be sought for the reorganization of the secondary
school, taking into account not merely its educational' purpose and
function, but its relation to other institutions.'

The criticism of the present organization of the curriculum of the
secondary schools is more widespread and more rddkcal than is that
of its administrative aspect. Education in France, it is argued, sets
up false standards and is founded on falss? principles. France was

Beeclr, E. Le lyetle et l'ecole prImaire. Revue linivervitalre, vol. 27, 1, pp. 924ff.
Eyelet, B. L'ensetenement eecondalre et la reforme de 1902. Revue de l'Erreeidtteweisi,
vol. 70, pp. 254ff ; L'auselgnement secondalre, ce (pill dolt etre. AUL, vol. 71, pp. 3018.

Brelet, n. Revue Internationale de l'Etssetintetnent, vol. 70, p. 206; Revue lIniverti-
Rare, vOL 27, 1, p. 145f; pp. 224ff.

See Heelet. Loo. at.
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before the Great War a huge diploma factory and the eduactional
horizon for every student is bounded by the diploma or the sanction
that it carries. The universal test of individual worth is the posses-
sion of a certificate. M. Laviise, in a letter published on January 1,
1918, writes:

We suffered before this .war from these bad habits In all branches of educa-
tion. All of us were more or less the slaves of the examination. The examina-
tion was the director general of public instruction. But the examination 1-1 a
detestable director.'

The result of this worship of paper qualifications is seen in the
character of the syllabi and in the methods of instruction. The cur-
riculum of the secondary schools is overcrowded; the energies and
attention of the pupils are dispersed. The emphasis is placed on the
acquisition rather than the assimilation of knowledge; on making the
brain n storehouse rather than an instrument or tool.' That is
the necessary result of the preparation for recurring examinations
instead of directing effort to the development of activity, judgment,
and personality. Erudition, borrowed from the Germans, and book-
ishness,have taken the place of intelligent' observation, intellectual
curiosity, and contact with the needs of Modern life. The product
of the secondary schools of to-day, it is charged, is a sort of lay
priest, living a life of his own, removed from social activity, and
ignorant of the needs of society.'

Fundamentally the problem is one of reconciling the old and the
new cultures. The prevailing curriculum is merely a collection of
subjects devised by specialists from their own point of view instead
of a coordinated whole organized with a view to modern require-

ments.' Even the so-called practical courses, for exonple, in the
sciences, that were introduced by the refoirn of 1902 are bodkish and
academic and but little related to present demands.

While there is considerable unanimity in these criticisms, there is
a parting of the ways when the proposals for reorganization are put
forward. Two' points of view can readily be distinguished. The
one would turn the schools of France into trade and technical insti-
tutions and put the traditional elements on one side;' the other,
recognizing the defects of the present secondary school, would aim
at introducing a new spirit responsive to modern requirements, while

'Quoted In L'Enee4griessent &vomit:14re, July-December, 1918, p. 45. See oleo Friary, A.
La guerre et Pesprit frammise. La Cfraede Revile, vol. 94, pp. 400ff.

sBounidol, J. P. Les legona de 11 guerre pour Penseigneraent oecondaire. 1 Oros&
Ravel, voL 94, p. 487.
. 'Inlet, H. Reese isteruatiosak de PBseetgmement, too. Mt.; vol. 71, p. 487.

$ Partbault. Pour une orientation pratique. Lo Greed Havre, vol. H. pp. 5842-
Perrotin, L. L'erbeeigemsext Seeoadalre,4ulyDecember, 1918, p. 451
,Bounktel. Leo. cdt,, p. 485.
'Hemet, 0. 34, Won** de l'editeattou national.. Paris, 1917. tine programme de

ildueation national.. Benue Urilsterette4fre,. vol. 27, pp. 8001.
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retaining and emphasizing general education.' Both sides agree with
the late M. Liard that the university of France needs at present "a
deep bath of realism. "'

While it is generally conceded that France must give greater attn.
tion than hitherto to technical and vocational training in all its
branches, partly to repair the losses of war, partly as a preparation
for the economic competition after the war, those who take the
extreme radical view of the function of education are few in number.
It is recognized that the danger is great of being dazzled by Ger-
many's rapid industrial and commercial expansion in the past 30 or
40 years and her early success in the war, both of which are attributed
to her- systematic technical training. But,it is also admitted that
the fruits of victory will have been lost if the world goes to school
to Germany, and if the materialism that characterised so much of
her education is alloweno predominate, in spite of her defeat. The
moral and humane fun t ions of education are in danger of being
relegated into the bac ound if the schools are turned into miniature
factories in which the youth of the land will specialize narrowly for
the particular vocation that they have selected. There are many of
those who see the urgency of technical and industrial education who
agree with the advocates of general education that the primary pur-
pose of education must be to raise the general level of intelligence, to
train men and women who understand their duties as citizens and
workers,-to develop individuals with breadth of mind, devotion to the
ideals of the nation, and interest in social questions instead-of turn-
ing out human machines functioning solely for material ends.

The problem of education is not solely one of economic production
or the training of engineers, technicians, and workers, but of devel-
oping men and women. Even if it is' true that the basis of modern
social organization is division of labor, it becomesmore essential than
ever to provide and prolong that education that gives all citizens a
common background of general ideas and of a culture that stresses
human values. The best preparation for specialized technical train-
ing is a good and extended general education. Those who argue
that a general education can be obtained from specialized training
run the Tisk of incurring failure in both. It is pointed out that in
the most difficult and most technical branch of the army, the artil-
lery, the graduates of the secondary schools were able to master the
intricacies after a very brief training. To concede the situation
entirely to those who demand technical and vocational preparation

Brelet, too. M.; Lb dram& Revue, vol. 94, pp. 396e; pp. 4716 ; pp. 512ff ; pp. 6346.
Clavidre, J. L'eneeignement national apree la gnerre. Revue Univeraitatre, vol. 25, 2.
PP. _641.

2 Belkircl. 1. Lea Inoue de la twelve dana'renaeigneinent secondary. La Gironde Revue,
vo14 940. 465.
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would involve a betrayal of the ideals for which the world has been
fighting to the dangers of harbarisin and materialism.'

The real issue is, therefore, how to modernize the general education
that is considered almost universally to be essential, how to redefine
culture in modern terms, how to organize a liberal education adapted
to the needs of modern society. As in Great Britain and Germany
this problem resolves itself into a consideration of the value of the
classics. Those who argue that-the French and French culture are
Celtic in origin would at once abandon the classics. The majority of
those who discuss this question, however, are agreed that French
culture is continuous with Latin, and that Latin must, therefore, be
the basis of an education that aims to impart French culture, to
strengthen the French points of view, and to fortify national ideals.'
A classical education, it is felt by many, is all the more necessary
to-day as the source of an ideal of humanity which is essential for the
development of moral ideas and the evolution of society. The failure
of classical education has not been inherent in the subjects taught,
but in the methods employed, in the emphasis on erudition rather
than on their spirit. It is even suggested that the Latinless course be
eliminated from the secondary schools and relegated to the higher
primary schools.

There is, on the other hand, a very pronounced opinion that in a
scientific age, the sciences must form an important part of a liberal

education. It is urged, however, that since science has no conscience
and may serve a bad as well as a good cause, the emphasis irr education
should be placed on the relation of science to human w fa .' The
greater extent to which an individual acquires a knowle go of the
world of nature and of its manifestations, the nearer he approaches to
a conception of his own place as a member of human society. It is
conceded that the secondary schools may have neglected the sciences.
but that does not establish its claim to absorb the whole of the cur-
riculum. On this basis it s probable that, as in England, there
will be no difficulty in reconciling the demands of the classicists and
scientists. The reorganization of secondary education will demand
the harmoniouti development side by side of the humanities and the
sciences. A general secondary education will include; therefore,
French, the classics, with exemptions for those unable to profit by
them,,modern languages, history and geography, mathematics and
science, and philosophy. Specialization should be delayed as long
as possible and be based on a general education of this character.
Such an education, it is argued, will reconcile the old and the new,

3PEcnnt, F. La guerre it lee pedagogues. Revue Pedagogique, pp. 512ff.
I Bee references In note 1, p. 15.
1 Besard, Z. Les leeone de la guerre. dans l'enselgnement seconder.). Le Grande

Rome, vol. 94. pp. 499.
'Boanhlol. Lott. oft., pp. 480ff.
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the cultural and the utilitarian, the humanities inSithe sciences. On
the basis of an education of this type those who are to become the
nation's leaders can be trained, well prepared intellectually to meet
the demands of modern society. Such an education should aim to
develop not encyclopedists or academic scholars, but men bf physical,
moral, and intellectual strength. The function of secondary educa-
tion would, therefore, be. selective, to train the elite from all social
classes to the position of leadership,' for as M. Steeg stated in pre-
senting the budget of the Ministry of Education in 1911: "That an
elite is necessary, it is not for democracy to deny; that an elite is
necessary not only to maintain the prestige of society, but for the
direction of the nationon this point, I believe, that we can come to
an agreement. The object of secondary education is the intellectual
training of an elite which is destined to become directive and which
must be prepared for its social rAle. "2

Beech. Le lycOo et l'Oeole prltnalre. Rcruc ()flirty/101re, vol. 27, 1, p. 825.
2 Bre let. Loc. cit., %,.01. 71, 07 374.




